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Wills & Trusts
No matter the size of your estate, it is in 
your and your loved ones’ best interest to 
prepare and implement an estate plan.  
You need clear directions and options to 
assist you so that you can create and 
implement a plan that simplifies the 
process for your loved ones and avoids 
disputes that can divide your family. 

Focusing on the needs of families 
and individuals as they age is an 
important aspect of estate and 
long-term care planning. The body 
of law addressing these challenges 
is commonly known as “Elder Law.”

Asset & Wealth Protection
Estate planning for asset and wealth 
protection a�ords you the ability to 
protect and secure your interests 
in the event of foreseeable and 
unforeseeable life changing issues.

Real Estate law
Real estate contracts and leases are 
often filled with pages and pages of 
legal jargon and can be confusing.  
You should be made aware of your 
legal risks and obligations BEFORE 
you sign, so you do not get caught 
up in the fine print.

Business Formation, 
Operation & Acquisition
Business owners deserve confidence in 
a trusted attorney to be only a phone 
call away, and to be someone who 
already understands them and their 
unique business needs in all phases 
of the life cycle of their business.

Elder Law &
Guardianships

Karen Schroeder

Personalized legal advice from 
your trusted neighborhood 
attorney.  Karen brings together 
homegrown charm and 
extensive legal experience. 

Since being 
licensed by the 
Supreme Court 
of Texas in 1994 
to practice law, 
Karen has built 
a successful 
reputation as a problem-solver 
who serves client’s needs with 
legal professionalism and a 
commitment to individualized 
attention.  She believes in 
long-term partnering and 
building relationships in the 
community she still lives in and 
loves.  Come in and see why 
Karen is gaining your trust, 
one case at a time. 

Your Trusted Neighborhood Attorney
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This informational document is 
based on Texas law and is meant 
to inform, not to advise. This is a 
general summary of the laws as 
they exist now, but there may be 
exceptions or changes to the laws 
by the time you read this.

Moreover, situations di�er, and 
what is appropriate for one person 
or family may not be appropriate 
for another. You should seek the 
advice of a Texas attorney and 
CPA about your particular 
situation.

Because laws are subject to 
change by the legislature, judicial 
interpretation and courts of law, 
this informational document is not 
intended as a substitute for sound 
legal advice.

Simple Estate
Planning Checklist

 Will

This legal document records (1) how you want your assets 
distributed upon your death, and (2) who you want to be in charge 
of “winding down” your financial a�airs and distributing your assets, 
and (3) lists names of guardians that you designate to care for your 
minors and loved ones in your absence. Wills are revocable. There 
are two kinds of legally recognized wills in Texas:
(a)  Holographic — a document with every word written in your 
own handwriting stating who you give your assets to and who is in 
charge of distributing your assets that is signed, dated and titled 
your “Last Will and Testament”; and
(b)  Formal — prepared by a Texas Attorney and includes a 
Self-Proving A�davit. Formal wills reduce the cost of probating your 
estate. A will can: (i) allow you to identify who you want to transfer 
your assets and real property to after your death (BEWARE 2ND 
SPOUSES). Without a will, second spouses could possibly share 
ownership of assets, like their home, with their step-children. Also, 
without a will, your children from a previous relationship might not 
get assets you would want them to have after your death; and a will 
can (ii) allow you to list who you want to care for your loved ones 
after your death, including recording who you want your children to 
reside with and who you want to take care of their finances until 
they are adults (BEWARE DIVORCED PARENTS — YOUR EX COULD 
BE IN CHARGE OF MONEY AND ASSETS YOUR MINOR CHILD 
INHERITS FROM YOU); and a will can (iii) contain conditions that 
limit the transfer of your assets to adult children and other loved 
ones until they reach a certain age, like providing that an adult 
child NOT be handed a lump sum when they turn 18 and continue 
to have their assets managed by a trustee named within your will 
until they reach a higher age, and a will can (iv) contain a trust 
within the will that assists with the lowering of estate taxes your 
loved ones would have to pay; and a will can (v) allow you to have 
loans you have made to loved ones deducted from their share of 
assets upon your death so that all your heirs are treated equally; 
and a will can (vi) allow you to transfer your assets to non-blood 
loved ones, including step-children, step-grandchildren, spouses of 
relatives, friends, caregivers, churches and charities. Without 
language to the contrary, charities and your non-blood relatives 
most likely would not receive any assets after your death.

Without an enforceable Texas will, your assets will be transferred 
under existing law and your children and loved ones will be placed 
with adults a Judge finds suitable without your input.

 Statutory Durable Power Of Attorney

This revocable document is used by you to designate an agent to 
handle financial matters on your behalf in the case of your 
absence, disability or incompetence. If it is “Durable, ” it does not 
terminate if you become incompetent. A Statutory Durable Power 
of Attorney may be helpful in avoiding a guardianship in the future.

 Trusts

A trust is a separate entity from a person, and is similar to forming 
your own company to own assets that the individual or designated 
individuals/financial institutions, called Trustees, manage and 
distribute strictly following conditions you write. Trusts can be 
revocable or irrevocable (meaning they usually cannot be 
changed/terminated in the future). Personal assets and real property 
can be transferred into your trust and be distributed by your Trustee 
and/or Successor Trustee to your beneficiaries upon your death, thus 
avoiding the need for probate. A trust is useful for (a) avoiding 
expensive probate, (b) minimizing estate taxes, (c) protecting your 
privacy if you do not want your assets listed on public records, (d) 
transferring assets to individuals and/or charities with specific 
conditions that must be met before those individuals receive the 
assets, (e) avoiding your beneficiaries agreeing to a family settlement 
and distributing your assets in a di�erent manner than how you 
specified in your will, (f) managing the assets of minors and 
individuals with incapacity or addictions that lack the capacity to 
handle money (like large insurance payouts paid upon your death), 
(g) safeguarding agreed asset distribution in a blended family 
context (since wills are easily revoked), and (h) assisting people who 
own out-of-state property avoid expensive out-of-state probate 
since other states might not honor a Texas will or Texas court order 
regarding the transfer of real property.This hardship could require 
your beneficiaries to file an additional probate action to transfer 
assets located outside of Texas.

    Life Estate and Lady Bird Deeds

You may transfer to another person the limited right to “possess” your 
real property after your death in Texas with a “life estate” designation 
in a will or deed filed in the county deed records. A life estate grants a 
named beneficiary limited rights to conditionally possess the property 
during their lifetime, and then after their death or abandonment, the 
full ownership in the property “springs” to another named beneficiary. 
A Lady Bird deed is a way to transfer property to someone else outside 
of probate while retaining a life estate in the property. But unlike a 
regular life estate, a Lady Bird deed gives you the power to retain 
control of the property during your life, including the right to use the 
property for profit or to sell the property.  Lady Bird deeds can be very 
beneficial if you want to pass your home to someone else but may 
need to apply for Medicaid soon thereafter. 

 Mandatory Statutory Medical 
 Power Of Attorney

In case of your disability or incompetence, this revocable document 
allows you to designate a loved one to assist your doctor in making 
health care decisions for you when you are unable to speak for yourself.

 Directive To Physicians/Living Will

This document records your final wishes on how you want to be 
treated by physicians and hospitals when you are unable to speak 
for yourself in the future, including medical sta� to either use or 
withhold life-sustaining procedures if you are su�ering from an 
irreversible or terminal condition.

 HIPAA Authority

In your absence, disability, incompetence or death, this document 
authorizes your agents to receive copies of your health records up 
to two years after your death and anywhere in the USA.

 Designation of Beneficiaries 
 on Financial Accounts

Everyone should update listed beneficiaries, and name alternate 
beneficiaries on: insurance policies, annuities, IRA’s and bank accounts, 
so that these accounts can be paid out quickly and avoid probate for 
distribution of the frozen account proceeds. Avoid naming one person 
as a beneficiary in the hope that they will distribute the money 
between a listed group, like “all your children”. You could potentially be 
setting up that one named beneficiary for a negative tax 
consequence and/or creating expectations that cannot be legally 
enforced. You should possibly ask your financial institutions to set up 
your bank accounts as “Payable on Death,” or as joint accounts with a 
right of survivorship. ALWAYS list additional persons who can enter your 
bank safe-deposit boxes and tell loved ones where to find the key.

 
 Survivorship and Transfer On Death Deeds

Texas has no right of survivorship between spouses to inherit real 
property.  However, real property owners  may file a deed 
designating that the survivor, or a named beneficiary, will inherit the 
real property upon death, without the expense and time required of 
probate. By making this designation, the real property does not have 
to be transferred under a will, and probating the estate just to 
transfer real estate should not be necessary for the surviving joint 
owner or named beneficiary of real property to become the legal 
owner.  
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Probate: The legal process of filing a case in a court of law, and then getting a Judge to approve the distribution and transfer of a deceased  
person’s assets (the “estate”)  to his creditors, beneficiaries and/or legal heirs is known as “Probate.” Probate is legally necessary if there are 
creditors, and/or assets (like real estate or stock) that need to be transferred to either the persons named in the will or to legal heirs, if there 
is no will. If all estate assets are already transferred upon death and there are no debts of the estate, then Probate might not be necessary.
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